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Use Case
Public Safety

Public security is the function of governments which ensures the 

protection of citizens, persons in their territory, organizations, and 

institutions against threats to their well-being – and to the prosperity of 

their communities. 

To meet the increasing challenges in the public security area, responsible 

public institutions and organizations can tap into their own intelligence to 

successfully address possible threats in advance. They optimize their 

internal structures, use synergies, and carefully balance costs and 

benefits of their measures.

Public safety organizations include law enforcement, fire and emergency 

medical services. The public safety issues a municipality, county, state, or 

federal jurisdiction might grapple with include narcotic use, trespassing, 

burglary, harassment, juvenile delinquency, unauthorized living, noise, 

littering, inappropriate social behavior, inebriation, and other quality of life 

issues. Generally, organizations are involved in the prevention of and 

protection from events that could endanger the safety of the general 

public from significant danger, injury, or property damage, such as crimes 

or disasters (natural or human-made).

Identifying and correlating the information available to a public safety 

organization is a cumbersome process itself. Public cameras, social media 

data, public discussion forums, border control data, telecom data and 

even the dark web are invaluable sources of information when dealing 

with public safety. Pinpointing a potential problem or assessing the risk of 

events as they are happening or are about to happen is key to the 

success of a public safety organization.



Data Sources for 
Public Safety
A starting point for any organization that wants to tackle the public safety 

domain is data. What kind of data is valuable to collect, store and analyze 

in order to get the appropriate alerts for employing preventive or reactive 

measures? The answer to this question is everything you can from: public 

camera feeds, police report, social media accounts, public discussion 

forums, fake news sites or even call data from telecom operators and the 

dark web. The more data sources are available, the more precise the 

alerts will be. 



Open Source 

Intelligence (OSINT)

The easiest way is to start with data that is generally available and easy to 

get: social media sites, public discussion forums, fake news sites etc. This 

is called Open Source Intelligence, or shortly OSINT. Most public safety 

events have their origin on social media sites and public discussion 

forums. These are the preferred channels today for social interaction, so 

it’s a very good point to start. But how do you collect data? There are 

many commercial and open-source data crawlers out there to help you 

do the job. BigConnect includes its own easy-to-use web crawler to 

collect this kind of data - Sponge.



Open Source 

Intelligence (OSINT)

Storing the collected data in a way that is relevant and easy to find is 

another challenge. OSINT data is largely textual data that you can query 

to find things quickly. But textual information also carries a lot of 

interesting things: sentiment, mentions of people, places, companies, 

phone numbers, bank accounts, connections between them and much 

more. This kind of information is usually provided by Natural Language 

Processing tools and BigConnect was designed from scratch to work with 

them, so you don’t collect just textual data, you actually gather a lot of 

knowledge about what is being said, when is being said, about who and 

potentially where is the information positioned geographically.



Open Source 

Intelligence (OSINT)

Example – text data 

intelligence in BigConnect



Audio/Video (AV) Data
Public CCTV video feeds, TV channels, radio stations and emergency call 

records are the second source of valuable public safety data. Public 

protests, accidents, injuries, acts of burglary, theft or property damage are 

usually first reported using an emergency call but can also be captured 

by a public CCTV camera, reported live on TV or on the radio.

Correlating OSINT data with AV data can make a world of difference 

when dealing with public safety. Being able to extract information from 

video and audio data and correlate the information with what is already 

available from public sources can uncover unlimited insights. Just 

imagine instantly identifying someone that is walking on the street and 

was earlier bragging on a social network about hurting someone, or 

spotting key people in a public protest that are known troublemakers 

and/or have a criminal history. These kinds of alerts can be triggered 

near-realtime in BigConnect and this can trigger immediate response 

from responsible parties.



Audio/Video (AV) Data
Dealing with AV data complexity is often scary. How do we process 

images? How do we recognize a face or an object? How can the speech 

be transcribed in my language? It turns out that all these are possible now 

and easily accessible. Hardware is a commodity and cloud systems are 

slowly taking over, so the apparently complex harness of implementing 

an AV processing pipeline is quite easy to do with the technologies 

available today. 

The secret recipe is to convert everything to a textual representation using a 

processing pipeline. Once everything has a textual representation, an NLP 

engine can infer meaning. 



Audio/Video (AV) Data
Implementing an AV pipeline is not that hard to do, because:

• audio data can be transcribed automatically by speech-to-text systems

• videos data is basically a sequence of images and an audio track. The 

audio track can be transcribed, and each video frame can be 

processed to extract faces, objects and text (using face detection, face 

recognition, object detection and OCR engines)

There are vendors like NEC that do face recognition with human 

accuracy, deep neural network speech recognition solutions like Mozilla’s 

Deep Speech or cloud-based solutions like Google, Amazon or Microsoft 

Azure that can transcribe audio tracks in seconds, OCR systems that 

extract every piece of text from an image and the list can continue. 



Audio/Video (AV) Data
BigConnect can handle AV data natively. If you have an object that has AV 

information attached, it will provide the necessary tools to display, 

annotate and play the media object.

Example – handling different types of AV objects in BigConnect



Implementing a public safety system

Practical Use Case

Overview. A public safety system typically involves four main high-level 

processes:

1. Data Collection – collect data from OSINT and A/V sources and 

ingest it in the system

2. Data Enrichment – extract any extra information from the original data 

using NLP, video processing, audio processing and image processing 

and store this information as data in the system

3. Alerting – study past data and behavior to find events that follow the 

same pattern and raise alerts to interested actors

4. Analysis – find the root cause of an event, involved actors, events that 

follow the same pattern, areas of high risk etc.

UC

Let’s see how BigConnect can be used to accommodate the processes 

described above. To keep things simple, we will not go into how the use 

case was implemented or what third party technologies were used at 

different points. 



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Data Collection. BigConnect can ingest the most common data formats 

using manual upload, or high performance ETL tools like Pentaho Data 

Integration, Apache Nifi, Oracle Data Integrator etc. and streaming 

engines like Logstash or Apache Flume. But web data needs to be 

collected first and this is where you can use the Sponge web crawler that 

is part of the BigConnect platform.

The crawler to crawl data from any website, even from AJAX enabled 

ones by running native WebKit headless browsers in the backend. It has 

an engine that can spawn hundreds of browser processes to crawl 

thousands of web data at scheduled intervals. Configuring a new website 

in Sponge is as easy as it gets. Just load the website in the application, 

annotate the zones of interest and define what fields to extract in a visual 

way. Sponge will take care of the rest. 

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

UC

Example - Annotating web sites with Sponge for data extraction

Other types of data like documents, video feeds, CCTV streams and audio 

files can be ingested as regular files and streams using your preferred 

tools. BigConnect’s Data Worker pipeline will handle all detection and 

processing as we will see in the next section.



Implementing a public safety system

Practical Use Case

Data Enrichment. We want to get relevant insights from the ingested 

data, so we will use some sample plugins provided out of the box in 

BigConnect for Natural Language Processing (NLP), OCR, video 

processing, audio processing and image tagging and two Data Worker 

plugins for face detection and face recognition using the NEC’s NeoFace

system. The architecture of the enrichment pipeline will be constituted of 

the following Data Workers:

• Video Frame Extractor - handles the splitting of a received video file 

into individual frames using ffmpeg. Pushes the frames to the Data 

Worker queue for further processing.

• OCR – uses a third-party service to extract text from a received image 

object. Adds the extracted text as a new attribute of the image object. 

Pushes the image object to the Data Worker queue for further 

processing.

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

• Image tagger – uses a third-party service to get a list of identified 

objects from the received image, which are added as annotations to 

the original image.

• Face Detector – the same as Image Tagger but uses a face detection 

system to detect any faces of people in the received image and add 

them as annotations to the original image. Pushes the image object to 

the Data Worker queue for further processing.

• Face Recognizer – pass the received image and its face tags to a face 

recognition system and get the identified persons. If the persons 

already exist in the system, link the image to them, otherwise create 

the persons as new objects and link the image to them. Pushes all 

new/existing identified person objects to the Data Worker queue for 

further processing.

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

• Speech-to-Text – pass the received audio object to a third-party 

service to get the transcription and store the transcription as a new 

attribute on the object. Pushes the audio object to the Data Worker 

queue for further processing.

• NLP - pass the textual content of the received object to the NLP 

system to get the sentiment and a list of recognized named entities. 

Check to see if the named entities already exist in the system as 

objects and link the object to them. Otherwise create new objects for 

the recognized named entities and link the object to them.

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Each plugin will receive an input, will do its processing and will pass the 

enriched object again to the queue for further processing. This way, all 

Data Workers will add their enrichments, at every stage, until everything 

has been fully enriched.

UC

Example – annotated image objects using Face Detection and Face 
Recognition

The plugins need to be installed in BigConnect before starting the data 

import, to be able to process any incoming data. 



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Alerting. A lot of events happen without us knowing about them when 

they happen and to identify them we need to fist identify the patterns 

from events that already happened. For example, we could create a 

pattern for a protest using a simple set of keywords like “protest”, “meet”, 

“gather”. Or we could use a Cypher query to create a more complex 

query. Or a list of queries to which we give a score and once the total 

score reaches a threshold, we trigger the alert. This is what we call a 

behavior in BigConnect.

Let’s follow the protest incident example and use the search console of 

BigConnect to define a query that will match objects that have one or 

more of the words “protest”, “meet”, “gather”. This type of query is not very 

common and is known as a “Multi Match Query”. (We don’t want to 

exclude objects that don’t match all three words, but we also don’t want 

to include objects that have only one of them. 

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Fortunately, ElasticSearch comes to the rescue with its 

minimum_should_match query parameter that needs to be set to 66.6% in 

our case to match at least two out of the three words.)

After we define the words, we will also apply a time filter to the query to 

get only results that were created in the last 5 minutes. This way we make 

sure we will get only the latest events. Save the query and give it a name 

like “Latest Protests”.

UC

Once the query has been saved it can be pinned to the dashboard to get 

notified about any new events that match the search terms.



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Analysis. The analysis process can be conducted at a global level to get 

statistics, high-level overviews and trends, or down to an individual 

person, location or event. It’s up to the person doing the investigation to 

choose his starting point based on what he’s interested in.

BigConnect provides the necessary tools to do the analysis: visual 

aggregations, heatmaps and link analysis. One can start the analysis from 

a high-level aggregation and drill down until it finds something relevant or 

from individual objects and discover relevant connections.

UC



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

UC

Example – analysis tools available in BigConnect

While normal analysis tools can be used to study incidents and public 

safety KPIs, machine learning KPIs can be employed to get deeper 

insights, find similar patterns and discover hidden connections.



Implementing a public safety system
Practical Use Case

Being a Big Data platform by design, BigConnect has native integrations 

with Hadoop and Spark. More than that, successful integrations were 

made with Oracle’s PGX graph analysis engine and Apache Giraph. 

Having such a broad collection of machine learning toolsets and graph 

algorithms, valuable insights could be extracted from public safety data, 

such as:

• Scenario analysis of upcoming major events or potential disasters 

(including overcrowding, fire, building collapse, and major traffic 

accidents) using historical data to support future crisis and disaster 

planning

• Road safety traffic analysis to support campaigns and target wanted 

offenders

• Create predictive models using variables such as sociodemographic 

information, weather information and historic crime data to identify 

patterns of crime and how this can change if variable such as 

demographics change

• Real-time modelling to optimize patrol car route and placement for 

maximum coverage and minimize incident response

• Determine patterns between unsolved crime cases and/or solved 

cases that will provide intelligence on potential individuals and 

locations involved

UC


